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CMPT 225 : Lab 6, Correction

I. Reading 1. 1) A query is a graph (i.e. a set of nodes and edges) with additional specifications, such as the type of nodes and/or edges and quantities. Several ... 
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CMPT 225 : Lab 6, Correction I. Reading 1 1) A query is a graph (i.e. a set of nodes and edges) with additional specifications, such as the type of nodes and/or edges and quantities. Several subgraphs may be found to correspond to the query graph: there may be several sets of nodes/edges with the same structure in a given graph. An answer that does not take a ‘subgraph’ approach gets at most 1 point. 2) In Figure 1, page 2, there is a node in the bottom-left corner which is linked to another node via an edge labelled “RemakeOf”. So, you want all nodes that are linked via this type of edge, where the two nodes are movies. ObjType=Movie



A



X LinkType = RemakeOf



B



ObjType=Movie



Numerical conditions on nodes and or edges are accepted only if they are [1…]. Not having the second movie node (target) will not be counted as a mistake, and the lack of labels A/B/X is not a mistake either. One mistake substracts 0.5 points, two mistakes yields 0. Same conditions apply to the query below. ObjType=Person II.
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X LinkType = Nominated [3]



Reading 2



B



ObjType=Award



Number of nodes There are four vertices with degree 2 and 2 vertices with degree 3.



4 2 0



1



2



3



degree



We observe that in a grid-graph, there are only three possible degrees: 2, 3 and 4. The four corner vertices have degree 2, vertices on the sides have degree 3 and inner vertices have degree 4. Thus: • 4 vertices of degree 2 • A side is of size m. Excluding the two corners, we have m – 2. We have two sides, hence 2(m-2). Similarly for the two other sides of size n, it yields 2(m – 2) + 2(n – 2) vertices of degree 3. One can simplify in 2(m – 2 + n – 2) = 2(m + n – 4). • Everything that is not a corner of a side vertex is an inner vertex. There are m * n vertices in total hence we have m * n – 2(m + n – 4) vertices with degree 4. A scale-free graph follows a power law: very small number of vertices with a very high degree and very high number of vertices with a very small degree. This is not the case here: most vertices have degree 4 (the “very high degree”) and only 4 have degree 2 (the “very small degree”). Thus the graph is not scale-free. Another argument is to see that the plot does not have the same shape as a power law. The three properties are: degree distribution, motifs (subgraphs), and degree-degree correlation. 0.5 points subtracted per missing property; no point subtracted per wrong property. In the second page of the reading, it is explained that a network must be compared with its randomized version when looking for a property. This does not explain why. The reason is that you do not know whether something is normal (example: frequency of a subgraph) until you compare to a standard case (i.e. a model), here provided by a random graph of same size and average degree. Philippe Giabbanelli
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CMPT 225 : Lab 3 Correction 

You will add functionalities to the Turtle created in class. You will ... The way you communicate to the window is by sending it objects through addDrawing. Since.
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CMPT 225 : Lab 5, Correction 

public class Player extends Creature{ private Hashtable hT = new Hashtable();. /* â€¦. Content of the class â€¦ */ public void writeData(int key, Object data){ ...
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CMPT 225 : Lab 6 

II. Reading 1: A visual language for querying and updating graphs. 1) For a given query, can you have several matches? Explain why using the word subgraphs.
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CMPT 225 : Lab 3 

Add two symbols to the language of the turtle: [ that pushes a state and ] that pops it. In ... If only three people go that far, you'll win the points without having to ...
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CMPT 225 : Lab 5 

... we will record when you play. Come in the lab (July 16 th. ) so that we can do the recording; you can also arrange for Wednesday (July 15 th. ) early afternoon.
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CMPT 225 : Lab 2 

Adds an integer (its position depends on its value). 0.5 pt. Function name: remove. Removes the integer with the i-th value from lowest to highest. Example: we ...
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CMPT 225 : Lab 4 

in numerous situations that go well beyond storing a key and an element. ... The language at the end of this section is like a conversation: you say different things ...
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CMPT 225 : Assignment 2 

other data structures seen in the course. Example: L1 = {0, 7, 3, 2, 9} L2 = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Show: 2, 3 b) Express the space and time complexity of your method. c) ...
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CMPT 225 : Assignment 3 

independent (but for 3d) and are proposed in increasing order of difficulty. The instructor and ... c) Define a simple algorithm on a Binary Search Tree. Show a few instances of ... perform benchmarking on our data structures. a) To perform a ...
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CMPT 225 : Assignment 1 

In lecture Designing good algorithms, you saw a trick to swap the content of two ... A supermarket uses an Array as a data structure to store its produces.
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CMPT 225 : Assignment 5 

hometown, his favourite activities, etc. Thus, we will extend each node with a dictionary, represented as a hash table, and use this information to query the graph.
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CMPT 225 : Assignment 3 

All of the following functions must be written at the end of the Tree class. You do not have any reason to ... then google ternary operatorâ€¦ } protected boolean ...
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CMPT 225 : Assignment 4 

Choosing data structures. Due 8 th at 5PM. Only hard copy. Total 10 pts. We have seen several abstract data types (ADTs): LinkedList, Stack, Queue.
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CMPT 225 : Teaching Portfolio 

hash tables, discuss their advantages and disadvantages, and implement it in Java. ... The approach taken in this course relies on three aspects: participation, ... practice and example, it was decided to have short questions in a lecture that the ..
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CORRECTION : 

Rejoins par une flÃ¨che la parole de JÃ©sus et le dessin qui correspond. Moi, je suis le bon berger ;. Je connais mes brebis et mes brebis me connaissent. Jean 10 ...
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Model theory 6. Ordinals and cardinals (correction) 

The ordinal Î± + Î² is isomorphic to the disjoint union Î±âˆ� Î² (defined to be Î± Ã— {0} ... If Î² = Î³ + 1 and fÎ³ : Î± + Î³ âˆ’â†’ Î±âˆ� Î³ is an isomorphism sets, we define fÎ² : Î± + Î² ...
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model 225 modelo 225 modele 225 - Federal Signal 

After installation, test the light system to ensure that it is operating properly. â€¢ After testing is ... The Motor-Gear Reducer Assembly is a sealed unit. Therefore, no ...
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CASTIRO 225 

Issue: 1 28.07.2015. CASTIRO 225. 7643 / SKU 1291002. P.01 /02. LIRE ATTENTIVEMENT LES INSTRUCTIONS AVANT DE COMMENCER LE MONTAGE.
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AC–225 

SYSTEMES DE SECURITE DE TAILLE MOYENNE GERANT JUSQU'A 30,000 UTILISATEURS ET 4092 PORTES. PILOTE PAR LE ... PROX, CARTE A PUCE ET BIOMETRIQUES DE ROSSLARE AVEC LA SELECTION DE CARTES D'IDENTITE RFID ... Permet la gestion des données des utilisateurs,
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Correction activitÃ© 

2011, when Steve Jobs (the founder of the company) resigned, because of his medical condition. But he is extremely well paid. He got a total remuneration of 74 ...
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Correction (pdf) 

6,5 - 10 pts erreurs occasionnelles vocabulaire adaptÃ© syntaxe adÃ©quate. 10,5 â€“ 12 points erreurs rares. Vocabulaire riche syntaxe Ã©laborÃ©e capacitÃ© Ã  nuancer.
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correction-a1 

(192 m). (183 m) www. Page 10. Doo. Page 11. Page 12. (184m). (98 m). TE. (121 m). Page 13. o ÐžÐžÐž. (ÑˆÑ‚Ðµ. Page 14. (165. Page 15. W ROH. Page 16. LJELL ...
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Support bastaing UPN 225 

Support bastaing UPN 225. Ã‰lÃ©ment d'extrÃ©mitÃ©, protÃ¨ge et assure la durÃ©e de vie de vos Ã©quipements. Se fixe au sol par platine. Description : Support UPN ...
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HÃ”TEL ET SUITES LE DAUPHIN DRUMMONDVILLE. Inscription Ã  la confÃ©rence. Envoyez le formulaire d'inscription complÃ©tÃ© Ã  [email protected]. 225$.
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